Conclusion and Suggestion

Conclusion

The conflict is a process with respect to the individual’s personality and also its environment. Where conflict is a symptomatic individual experience where not happy and did not agree to such a thing then led to uncomfortable to himself. The conflict can be resolved depends on how we create the conflict to keep it from developing into an adverse thing.

In *A walk to Remember* novel, internal conflict between Landon with himself, external conflict between Landon with Jamie, and Landon with his friends. Conflict Landon and himself is when Landon have a not choice to invite Jamie to the party dance, he quarreled with himself that it is unlikely he invites Jamie at dance because he does not want his friend mock him but at the other side he would not being material laughter his friend because he has no flings at the dance. Working from the dance that Jamie and Landon often meet until Landon finally did not think he fall heart on Jamie.

Conflict Landon and Jamie when Landon says to Jamie that he loves to Jamie and Jamie resist it because Jamie has the disease of leukemia. Meanwhile, conflict Landon and his friend, in this conflict is conflict man versus society. This conflict happened while Landon came to the dance party with Jamie. His friends weren’t feeling good when Landon went there with Jamie, because Jamie was a girl in a school which they got furious with that school.
It can be conclude that the conflict can be solved by communication. The values that can be found in the novel that a good relationship in life is the most important thing that should be take care. A conflict that occurs in *A Walk to Remember* novel is limited only with the conflict of man versus himself, conflicts of man versus man, and conflict man versus society. The conflict of man versus nature does not exist in the novel *A Walk to Remember* because this novel is simply a novel romance.